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By Thea Hawkesworth 

 

 
A double page from the Hutchinson Journal 

 

The Hutchinson Journal of 1886, given by George Hutchinson, can be found in a 

glass-toped sloping display case devoted to the development of Lyme as a tourist 

resort. This case is usually on the left in the main ground floor gallery, but is 

sometimes moved around the gallery as needs be.  

 

Significance 

The Journal represents a point in Lyme’s history, when for one reason or another, 

the town found itself shifting, socially and physically, and taking a new direction.  

This charming book was compiled in 1886, when Lyme’s reputation as a tourist 

resort was growing, and its new persona was overtaking its old identity as a port. 

 

Thomas Hollis led Lyme’s change to tourism from 1770 

This change had been happening gradually for just over a century. In fact, in the 

1770s the town was on the brink of utter destruction, and was only saved by the 

far-sightedness of a man called Thomas Hollis. He came to Lyme and 

inexplicably fell in love with it, inexplicably, because at this point, the town was 

on its uppers.  
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Watercolour of a West Country trading ketch at the Cobb 

A long vanished scene, as only one of these once ubiquitous  

vessels survives, the Garlandstone at Morwellham Quay  

 

The Court Leet Records tell of a town of ruined houses, broken sea walls and un-

repaired roads, so bad that the merchants were abandoning it. This town prior to 

the mid 1700s had been the home of a thriving, upwardly mobile community, one 

of the best and wealthiest in West Dorset. So what had happened to change this? 

 

Among several reasons was a family called Fane, the Earls of Westmoreland, who 

ran the town as a personal fiefdom. For over a hundred years, they took all from 

the town and gave nothing in return. 

 

Coming into poor, derelict, broken Lyme, Thomas Hollis looked and saw 

potential. Firstly, he knocked down many of the slum cottages, and rebuilt them in 

the attractive style which may be seen around the town today. One example is the 

pink thatched cottages along the Marine Parade. He created vistas and brought 

more light and air into the town.  

 

Sea bathing 

By 1800 Lyme became an attractive place to visit and a healthier one as well. 

Added to that, a treatise was published about this time, written by Dr Richard 
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Russell, extolling the virtues of salt seawater, not just for bathing in but for 

drinking as well. And in meeting these criteria, Lyme’s luck began to change. 

 

 
Another watercolour from the book, by “Terrapin”.  

This farm went derelict a few years after the sketch was  

made and has now changed completely 

 

William Pitt, father and son frequent Lyme 

Thomas Hollis had a friend who was very influential. So influential that he was 

William Pitt, the Elder, statesman and Prime Minister. His son, also William Pitt, 

was sickly and not thriving. In the 1770s on Hollis advice, he brought him to 

Lyme. Certainly the fresh air and sea water treatment seemed to work as he grew 

up to be Prime Minister in his twenty third year. 

  

Where they led, the upper classes followed, and so Lyme’s metamorphosis from a 

fishing port to a genteel watering hole began, and its future, did it but know it, lay 

in tourism. And what a variety of tourists came. Its gentrification placed Lyme 

firmly in the ‘seasonal’ round. And it took its place with London and Bath in the 

places where one had to be seen in the social cycle of the year. Strangely, Lyme’s 

high season was rather later than now and ran from September to November. 

 

Jane Austen popularises Lyme 

In 1803 and 1804, Jane Austen came with her family; she wrote amusingly of the 

slightly pretentious socialites she encountered whilst staying here and her last 

published novel ‘Persuasion’, was placed mainly in Lyme. 

 

Mary Anning supplies Curiosities 

Then, to add to these genteel tourists, in the first couple of decades of the 19
th

 

century there began to appear another very new kind of tourist. These were 

geologists. Mary Anning, famous fossilist of this parish sold her ‘Curiosities’; 

fools gold, ammonites and other fossils from outside her shop in the Square. Made 

into jewellery, they became very popular with the people passing through from 

Exeter to London in the horses and carriages. But Mary went in for the big stuff 
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too, and collected, and conversed and consulted with all the famous geologists of 

her day. Professors from Oxford, Cambridge and Paris came to see her and her 

collections, and so Lyme became popular for its geology and its fossils, found in 

the cliffs around the town.  

 

 
Another double page from the Album. Note the long-vanished Cobb railway 

 

The Victorians, a magpie race if ever there was one, came to collect another thing 

to add to their collections, and came to search for these new and strange creatures. 

And thanks to the fact that the London coach always stopped here, (after 1759, for 

there was no road for wheeled traffic before then), the reputation of Lyme as a 

Mecca for fossils spread. 

 

The Railway comes to Axminster 

In 1859 came something which spread its reputation even further, and that was the 

arrival of the Railway Station to Axminster, and with the passing of the Bank 

Holiday Act of 1871, came another kind of tourist, less welcome, less genteel, the 

day tripper! One old lady was heard to remark that ‘they would be the ruination of 

the town’. 

 

Later Victorian Visitors and the Lyme Social Scene 

When the Hutchinson family visited in the late 1880s however, it was still the 

choice of the upper middle classes and also of quite a few famous people. Among 

them were the Listers of Highcliff, of whom Sir Joseph Lister was a member, also 

the poet, Francis Turner Palgrave of Little Place and his visitor Alfred, Lord 

Tennyson. These people built handsome villas up above the town, and Lyme was 

referred to as the Naples of England, and Golden Cap likened to Vesuvius. 

 

Social life for the Hutchinsons and other families in their strata of society 

revolved around the Assembly Rooms; where the Cobb Gate Car Park is now; 
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dropping off visiting cards and meeting or visiting for tea.  At the Assembly 

Rooms one could read newspapers, play cards and attend whist drives and dances. 

There were public baths and a reading room. There was a public bath, Englands, 

on the front, now the Argyle Flats. And on Saturdays the Lyme Regis Mirror came 

out (price 1p), giving a list of all visitors to Lyme and where they were staying – 

the Hutchinsons included. 

 

 

 
A vanished flagstaff recorded for posterity by the Hutchinsons 

 

The Victorian Family Journals 

They seemed to have had very active holidays. A picture in the Hutchinson 

Journal shows the family on their way to the beach in not wonderful weather (see 

the first picture). But still they found the time to compile wonderfully detailed and 

exquisitely illustrated journals. 

 

Another huge family visited Lyme regularly. These were the Benett-Purvis-

Warings. Three generations of them (all female) left journals from about 1830-

1904. They documented all their activities, in the months they were here, doing all 

the things that tourists and Victorians liked doing; walking, bathing, collecting 

(shells, flowers, fossils, butterflies, etc) and still finding time to keep their journals 

up to date. We are lucky to have these and others in the Museum, although many, 

like the Purvis-Warings drawings and poems, are not on display (LRM 1985/266) 

because of their fragility. 
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So the Hutchinson Journal shows us what that new thrust to tourism was doing for 

Lyme. Look carefully at the pictures and ponder whether any of you have the 

time or inclination to keep such a delightful record of your holidays, and 

would you set out for the beach equipped with such as they did? 
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